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Background & Aims of the Study: Professional burnout is a kind of function disorder
which can be developed due to long exposure to job and mental stress. This can affects on
the physical and mental health of people as well as their performance. So, this study with
purpose of evaluating the rate of professional burning out and its relevance with mental
health situation of Kashan University of Medical Sciences staff was performed.
Materials & Methods: This cross-sectional study was conducted on 500 staffs of hospitals
and health centers in Kashan university of Medical Sciences using share sampling in 2014.
Three types of questionnaires were used in this research: Staff demographic characteristics
questionnaire, Maslesh Burnout questionnaire (MBI) and Goldberg general Health
Questionnaire. In Maslesh Questionnaire, the mental health frequency of studied units was
evaluated using Likert scale. Data analyzed using SPSS software. T-test, Tukey, ANOVA,
Chi-Square and Pearson correlation coefficient.
Results Most of subjects were in mild to moderate levels of emotional exhaustion and
depersonalization while they were in mild level in personal accomplishment and
professional engagement. The prevalence of symptomatic samples in the GHQ-28 was
32.8. There was a significant statistical relationship between burnout and mental health in
terms of sex, depersonalization and emotional exhaustion. The emotional exhaustion was
high in women staffs. However, depersonalization in men was higher. There was a
significant relationship between professional burnout and mental health (P<0.001), while it
was not found a significant relationship between decreasing personal accomplishment and
professional burnout. The high prevalence of burnout in the dimension of self
accomplishment, combined with the strong correlation between mental health and burnout,
it is essential to respect the authorities in preventing this problem
Conclusions: Our results show that there is a strong correlation between mental health and
burnout. The high prevalence of symptomatic samples and high prevalence of burnout in
the dimension of self accomplishment, combined with the strong correlation between
mental health and burnout all show that care should be taken to improve the stressful
conditions that Employee face.
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Background
Burnout and mental health are two
important issues that not only affects on
individual
performance,
but
also
on
organization performance. Burnout is a state of
emotional, mental, and physical exhaustion
caused by excessive and prolonged stress (1).
Maslesh and Jackson presented the most
common definition of burnout. In their point of
view, burnout has three components: The first
component is emotional exhaustion, that acts
the same as the variable of mental pressure and
it’s assigned such as the feelings under pressure
and abolishing (2). In this case, it’s possible
that the individual becomes reluctant and the
job doesn’t stimulate any emotion and positive
feelings anymore.
The second component is depersonalization of
the individual and leads to negative and cruel
response to the people who usually receive the
service from individual. In this situation, the
attitude clientage of attired person is negative to
client, and the client is a creditor in this eyes
such attitude can lead to active aggression
(verbal and nonverbal) and inactive sabotage
and intentional delays (3).
The third component is decreasing the personal
efficiency that lead to decreasing the
competency feeling in accomplishing the
personal duties and negative evaluation from
self in job application. The stress due to job
environment occurs, when there is the lack of
balance between the requirements and
environmental demands with the capability of
individual for responding. Whatever the
requirements and environmental demands
increase, and the capability of individual for
responding decrease, the mental pressure is
created. Research has shown that there is a
close relationship between stress and burnout
(3).
Burnout isn’t the only issue rising from
weakness or inability of the staffs, but its
related job environment and lack of
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coordinating between the inherent properties of
individuals and the nature of the job. However,
the rate of the lack of coordination is more, the
patented of burnout goes, and it causes the
importance of values decrease and the mentality
and wills weaken and it affects the mental
health of individuals (4).
Burnout has relation to mental health and the
rate of individual efficiency. So familiarization
with the methods of effective opposition with
mental pressure and dominance on burnout,
help to graduation of mental health and
importing the effectiveness and man power
efficiency, also some researchers believe,
burnout occurred in different rates without
considering the types of jobs between people.
So we can mention that burnout is a potential
problem in all jobs specially service jobs (5).
The people who experience the burnout are
usually tired physically and mentally. The
individual feels that has been weakened
physically and working is hard. There is no
satisfaction from work, and there is negative
attitude towards staffs, collogues and even the
organization. Most of the time, he is not able to
consider the signs of success in the job, and
isn't satisfied. He has the negative attitude
towards his progress that leads to lose and
decrease his self confidence. The individual
take the time and search for another job while
he is not satisfied and so he resigns. Also the
research showed that there is close relation
between mental pressure and burnout. In fact,
burnout is created by continues mental
pressure. Burnout decreases the quality of
presented services to patients and so that it
leads to dissatisfaction from medical service, so
recognition and prevention from burnout has
key role in satisfaction of patients (6).

Aims of the study
The aim of the present study was to
investigate the relationship between burnout
and mental health in Kashan University of
Medical Sciences staff.
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Materials & Methods
This cross-sectional research was conducted
on Kashan University of Medical Sciences
staffs. Random sampling method was
performed on 500 people who attended the
percentage of covering units. Questionnaires
distributed between them. In this study, 70
questionnaires were returned. They were
incomplete. Study was done, after mentioning
the purpose of research, assurance of personal
information confidentiality and voluntary
participation. The condition of entering to study
was having one year experience and no
consumption of tranquilizer medicines. The
collection tools in this study were three
questionnaires that were distributed between
staffs after training. In first questionnaires,
demographic properties of individuals such as
age, sex, experience, and marital status studies,
major and working hours had mentioned.
Second questionnaire used from the general
health questionnaire (GHQ-28).
That innovated in 1972 and goal was finding
and recognition of disorders in referring to
medical centers. This questionnaire was one
psycho logic up to date questionnaire and
applied to identify the individuals with
psychiatric problems.
The 28-questions form measures four scales:
Physical signs, social application dysfunction,
anxiety, insomnia, and committed social
suicide. For every material, the Likert grading
method with numbers 0,1,2,3 or two files
response scales can be used. In Likert grading
system, intensity of the signs is evaluated. The
higher grade shows the higher signs (7-9).
The psychometrics characteristics of different
versions 43 were surveyed in different
countries. They showed that, the 28- questions
version of Goldberg has higher validity, more
sensitively and properties. This version is
according to the analysis of factors which was
done by Goldberg and Hiller (1979) (10).
Yaghubi has reported the total α–coefficient
0.88 and credit coefficient of partial test
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between 0.50-0.81 (11). Maslesh and Jackson
calculated the interior stability for each partial
test. The interior stability of questionnaire with
coefficient α- Cronbach was reported 0.71-0.90
(7).
Najafi calculated the stability of this test 0.86
using α- Cronbach test. This coefficient has
been reported 0.89, 0.70 and 0.83 respectively
for partial tests (12). Also, this questionnaire
was used by Iranian researchers repeatedly. It
was confirmed by scientific credit of more than
90%. Najafi has obtained the General health by
test renewed test 0.89. The rate of questionnaire
credit in terms of frequency and intensity using
α- Cronbach in this rest for Maslesh was 0.768
and 0.781 respectively. Also the rate of
questionnaire credit for GHQ test obtained
0.897 (2). That shows two questionnaires
received required stability. Data was analyzed
using SPSS software. Descriptive statistics
indexes such as one sided, Variance (ANOVA),
Chase test (TOKEY), Correlation test
(Pearson), Chi square test, Fisher Man, Witeny
Man T, Kroscal valis, and Pearson independent
were used.

Results
From total people, 57.4% were women and
42.6% were men. 10.2% was equal or less than
25 years old in first group. 40.4% were 26-35
and 49.4% were 36-60. The average age was
37.0 6 years old in men with standard deviation
of 8.6% and 34.9 years old in women with
standard deviation of 8.20.
55% had personal house, 23.2% had rented
house and 21.8% reside in fatherhood house.
84% of people were married, 14.6 single and
1.4% divorced. 26.4% had high school diploma,
11% associate degree, 52.2% bachelor degree,
7.4% master’s degree and 3% doctorate. About
half of units in research (49.6%) were
unsatisfied from their economic situation,
26.6% were satisfied and 23.8% partially
satisfied. No meaningful differences was seen
in the average grade of burnout intensity per
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different economic situation statistically
(Pvalue=0.31). 53.2% people were in morning
shift, 2.4 % even in afternoon shift and 44.4%
in cycle shift.
33.6% had work experience less than 10 years,
50.4% between 11-20 years and 16% between
21-30 years. 64.2% were in hospital and
medical centers and 35.8% were in
administrative offices. So, the most people in
this research were chosen from medical field.
From 500 people who attended in test, only
7.6% had referred to psychologist. There wasn’t
any record for referring to psychologist for
92.4% of them. Also, there wasn’t any record
for of tranquilizer medicine consumption in
89.2%. Only 10.8% had consumed these
medicines. 53.06 were employed, 9.8% had
employment contract, 34.6% had permanent job
and 2% were doing employment plan (table 1).
From all of people, 64.4% didn’t have any
anxiety and insomnia. The rest showed some
signs, 31.8% had mild signs of anxiety and
insomnia and 3.8% had moderate signs. Sever
anxiety hasn’t been observed. Also, the
meaningful difference wasn’t observed between
the average of anxiety and insomnia in women
and men (P=0.18). Also, a relation between job
and the rate of anxiety and insomnia in 2
groups of medical staff and non- medical staff
were observed statically (P=0.025).
In disorders evaluation in terms of social
function test GHQ-28, 28.2% were healthy and
71.8% had problems, 18.10 % had moderate
signs and rest had mild signs. Between the
average of disorder in social function of men
and women with (P=0.43) the meaningful
difference wasn’t observed statistically. The
relation between the job and the rate of social
function between two groups of medical staff
and non-medical staff (P=0.5) no meaning
difference was observed statistically. 64.4%
didn’t have any signs of depression. The rest
were symptomatic (35.6%).
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Table1) Distribution of individual staff and job
characteristics in population study

Woman

Number(perc
ent)
287(5.4)

man

213(42.6)

<25 year

52(10.2)

26-35year

202(40.4)

36-60 year

247(49.4)

MS and doctorate

52(7.7)

permanent

266(52.7)

treaty

55(11)

diploma

132(26.4)

permanent

268(56.3)

treaty

49(9.8)

indenture

173(34.6)

projective

10(2)

Personal house

275(55)

Rental house

116(23.2)

Father house

109(21.8)

satisfied

133(26.6)

characteristic
sex

age

educational

Employment
statue

Habitation
statue

Economic
statue

shift

Job
experience

Doing the job

dissatisfied
More or
satisfied
morning

248(49.6)
less

119(23.8)
266(53.2)

evening

12(2.4)

cyclical

222(44.4)

<10year

168(33.6)

11-20year

252(44.4)

21-30 year

80(16)

Medical centers
Administration
center

321(64.2)
(35.8)179

(31%) had mild signs of depression and 6.6%

had moderate signs. Sever signs of depression
were observed in only 2% of people. No
meaningful
difference
was
observed
statistically between women and men with
moderate depression level (P=0.17).
The relationship between job and depression
level in 2 groups of medical staff and nonmedical staff wasn’t observed statistically
(P=0.3). The mean score of GHQ-28 in men
was 19.9 with standard deviation of 8.9, in
women was 18.8 with standard deviation of
8.01 and total average was19.3 with standard
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deviation of 8.4. Also, no significant difference
was showed statistically between men and
women in this study (p=0.16) No meaningful
difference was observed statistically between
the physical average of men and women
(P=0.25).
No relationship between job and physical signs
in 2 groups of medical staff and non medical
staff (P=0.3) was observed statistically. In
terms of mental health level, the result showed
that the average obtained scale from GHQ-28
questionnaire was mentally unhealthy (32.6%)
and mentally healthy (67.4%). In Maslesh test,
from total individuals, 97% had mild emotional
exhaustion and 3% had moderate
emotional exhaustion. There wasn’t severe
type. A meaningful relationship between
emotional exhaustion and sex was observed.
So, emotional exhaustion was observed mostly
in women. Also between the job frequency rate
and emotional exhaustion in two groups of
medical staff and non-medical staff, there
wasn’t any meaningful difference statistically
(P=0.4).
16.9% of total men had depersonalization,
while in women it was 10.5%. The severity was
meaningful. No meaningful difference was
observed based on frequency between the
average of depersonalization in men and
women (P=0.01), however, in terms of intensity
it was meaningful (P=0.03).
Among all people, 92.6% had low personal
sufficiency decline, 5% had moderate and 0.4%
had sever one. There wasn’t any relation
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between lack of personal sufficiency and
mental health problem.
The intensity of personal sufficiency decline in
men and women was mild to moderate. No
meaningful difference was observed between
men and women personal sufficiency decline
(P=0.8). Also, there was no meaningful
difference statistically between job and
personal sufficiency decline in two groups of
medical and non –medical staff in terms of
frequency level (P=0.18) .
From all of the studied people in Maslesh test,
the job involvement was low (67.2%) and the
average was 32.8%. No sever involvement was
observed .The total average scale between staff
jobs and job involvement among administrative
staff was 4 with standard deviation of 3.1 and
was 4.3 with standard deviation of 3 in medical
health group.
Also based on intensity, there was no
significant difference in frequency scale
between job and job involvement with average
of 4.8 and standard deviation of 3.2 in two
groups of medical staff and non –medical staff
(P=0.3). In this study, the other findings were
the relationship between professional burnout
and mental health in all aspects. That means,
the more burnout was rising the less mental
health was decreasing (Table 2).
The X2 test showed that the relation between
sex and experience variables with burnout in
aspect
of
emotional
exhaustion
and
depersonalization was meaningful.
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Table 2- Frequency distribution of personal and professional specialty in studied people
Dimension
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Severe

Average
Low

emotional
exhaustion
(ample)
(0%)

emotional
exhaustion
(intensity)
(0%)

Depression
alizarin
(ample)
6
(1.2%)

Depression
alizarin
(intensity)
(0%)

Declining
personal
(ample)
2
(0.4%)

Declining
personal
(intensity)
(0%)

Job
involvement
(ample)
(0%)

Job
involvement
(intensity)
(0%)

15
(3%)
485
(97%)

16
(3.2%)
484
(96.8%)

63
(6%)
431
(86.2%)

66
(13.2%)
434
(86.8%

25
(5%)
473
(94.6%)

27
(5.4%)
473
(94.6%)

164
(32.8%)
336
(67.2%)

165
(33%)
335
(67%)

The people, who had more experience, had less
mental health. Furthermore, there is no
meaningful relation between general health and
demographic variables such as age, graduation
and staff majors. However, there is a
meaningful relation between general health and
experience. (P=0.001)
The frequency rate between job and mental
health among people participated in GHQ-28
test who were symptomatic, in two groups of
medical staff and non-medical staff was
meaningful (P=0.001), and declared that the
mental health problems among medical staff
were more than non-medical staff. The average
score between administrators with standard
deviation of active staff was more than nonadministrative staff. Also the results showed

that the average score of emotional exhaustion
in personal with the grade range (0-54) and
standard deviation 6.4 was 8.4. The average
score of depersonalization with grade range (030) and standard deviation 2.9 was 3.2 , the
average score of Maslesh personal sufficiency
decline with score range (0-48) and standard
deviation of 3.04 was 19.6 and average score
of job involvement with score range (0-18) with
standard deviation 11.1 was 31.4.
The total average score of burnout 31.4 with
standard deviation of 11.1 in this research was
observed.
The average score of Mental health with
exhaustion as per ample 0.49 with (P<0.001)
and average score of mental health with
burnout as per intensity got o.49 with (P=0.001)

Table 3) Correlation between burnout and mental health with subscales

Dimension of burnout subscales
Ghq-28

emotional exhaustion
(intensity)

Depression
alizarin(intensity)

Declining personal
(intensity)

sign

r

sig

r

sig

r

sig

Summarization symptoms
Anxiety and insomnia
Disorder in social function

0.51
0.579
0491

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

0.435
0.444
0.445

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

-0.07
0.0590.1

0.01
0.018
0.016

Depression
Mental Health

0.407
0.614

<0.001
<0.001

.036o.36
0.532

<0.001
<0.001

0.16
0.013

<0.001
0.01

Discussion

In this study, the mean level of emotional
exhaustion was mild to moderate rate. There
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was no relation between lack of personal
accomplishment and mental health problems.
Intensity of decreasing the personal sufficiency
in men and women was from mild to moderate.
It was lower than Talaie study which emotional
exhaustion
was
showed
20.74,
depersonalization
7.35
and
personal
accomplishment 25.66 (13).
One of the research had been done about
burnout in Iran, was Fillian research. In his
study, which was carried out on a significant
number of nurses in health care, a numerous of
nurses were suffering from burnout (14).
In one study performed by Ponset on the people
in medical centers in 2007, 33% of individuals
had severed burnout (15). The results of
Esfandiari and collogues that worked on
professional burnout in state university of
sanandaj, demonstrated that 0.7% of nurses had
mild burnout, 96.4% had moderate burnout,
2.9% had sever burnout. The total average was
higher than our survey (16).
Gaiters and colleagues had reported moderate
levels of burnout in different aspects of
emotional exhaustion, depersonalization and
lack of personal efficacy, respectively 40%,
32% and 63%.
Franco had reported the rate of burnout low in
personal sufficiency and depersonalization
aspect and high in terms of lack of personal
accomplishment. It was compatible with our
finding in 2 first aspects (17).
Payami Borsari illustrated that in the case of
burnout, the majority of nurses had emotional
exhaustion in mild range, depersonalization in
moderate and lack of success in sever range.
The high level of lack of success needs more
attention. This was only compatible with our
first survey (18).
It seems the burnout in Talaie’s research is for
work pressure and night shift in hospital. The
rate of burnout in this study was less than
Talaie’s study (13).
This rate was less than Kilfdder’s survey which
was done on psychiatric nurses as well (5).
Brake and Kilfdder had reported, the average
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rate of burnout in terms of depersonalization in
men was higher than women meaningfully.
This is compatible with present study.
Depersonalization had been defined as mental
separation of individual with his job, leading to
negative reaction without feeling with no
paying attention to service receivers.
Depersonalization justification in men was
because of having longer hours work
comparing to women, having more contact with
patients and more responsibility (18).
The results of Abdi Masuleh and Lopes
Franco’s research showed that the majority of
individuals in this research were in low level in
terms
of
emotional
exhaustion
and
depersonalization and were in high level in
terms of lack of individual efficiency which
was compatible with our findings in two first
purposes (5).
Also, Moghimian had reported that the rate of
burnout in three purposes had moderate range
.It was mentioned in higher level than our
studies (17). In Talaie’s study the average of
burnout in women were higher than men (18).
No meaningful relation was found between sex
and burnout in Bahri Beanbag’s study. In this
survey, the meaningful relation between sex
and burnout wasn’t observed (20) The Rasulian
study showed a low level of compatibility with
higher ample of research units as well (21).
Maslesh and colleagues believe, sex isn’t
important predictor for burnout. In some
research, the rate of burnout in women is higher
than men and in some of them is vice versa
(19). Also among of burnouts, It seems that
men abstained more grade in depersonalization
and women in emotional’exhuastion (7).
In this research, the meaningful relation
between
emotional
emaciation
and
depersonalization and decreasing the function
was observed. In some studies, the nurses that
had less education had less job suffiency.
Barrack and collogues in America showed that
there is direct relation between burnout and
educations (20). Also, Haidari had confirmed
these results (22). It seems that the role of
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education in Iran has significant role to rise the
people’s phase. This survey illustrated that in
lower level of education (Diploma) higher rate
of burnout was observed. In one study that was
done one Chinese nurses lower level of
education was done with lower rate of personal
sufficiency and younger nurses had more job
burnout that doesn’t have compatibility with
our study. In Talaie’s survey, personal
sufficiency had relation to work experience.
However,
emotional
exhaustion
and
depersonalization didn’t have a meaningful
relation with experience. Also in Esfandiari’s
study, in the case of sufficiency, people who
had permanent job were in higher level .This
had no compatibility with our study (22).
The rate of burn out in medical jobs was
slightly higher than non-medical staff. This
difference in Abdimasuleh and Talaie’s
research had been mentioned before that (23).
In this study, increases with increasing work
experience, level of burnout in people. That had
no comp ability with khaghanizadeh study.
Also, this finding had no some relation with
Esfandiari, Khakpoor and Payami, but has
comp ability with Rasulian's study (23). He
reported that the rate of burnout in dimension of
emotional exhaustion in nurses with more than
20 years experience was higher. Also, in the
group who work in shift, the burnout had been
observed more. The people who have work
shift, shows more job burnout (24) The relation
between burnout and age wasn’t observed in
this study. In Talaie survey in medical staffs in
Mashhad, the personal sufficiency didn’t have
relation to age, but increasing the age was along
with decreasing emotional exhaustion. The first
case had compatibility with our study (17).
In Boorsaie and Abdi studies had reported that
there is no meaningful relation between shift
work and burnout but Moghimian and
Esfandiari have mentioned. In this study, it’s
observed the meaningful relation between work
shift and burnout (16, 18).
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In Ozort study in Turkish doctors, the personal
sufficiency didn’t have meaningful relation
with age too.
So, it was expected that the nurse’s mental
health with more job experience is in more risk
than the others that is consistent with our study
(25). Sharma showed that Colorectal Surgeons
Experiences more deprozonalization and less
personal sufficiency relate to nurses (26), such
this relation hasn’t obtained in this study. The
various studies have mentioned the lack of
social life is an effective factor in staff’s
fatigue.
Moghimian and colleague’s studies shows the
relation was between argument with patient and
his companions with rate of burnout,
furthermore, the studies emphasize that good
relationship between colleagues and enough
relations with in charges has supporting role
opposite of burnout and relate between staff
with lower rate. Since burnout can lead to
mental inability and has effective role on
decreasing the personnel function. It’s
necessary attending to this issue by the relevant
authorities (28).
Therefore, for prevention and decreasing the
level of burnout, there are suggestions such as,
it should be tried to attend to the relations
between these variables in present research
(17). The meanings should have more job
support for staffs. The methods should be
applied for declining mental stress in
environment such as education in duty for
staff’s tension control workshop and training
the skills of problem solving. So that, they
would learn control methods of tension. It’s
better to prepare a situation for staff to attend to
educational degrees and work experiences with
different responsibility of management who is
employed. Making opportunities and facilities
for staffs such as recreational programs, sports,
travelling and vacation help to improve their
mentality and decrease the job stress.

Conclusion
So for prevention and decreasing the level
of burnout, there are suggestions such as, it
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should be tried to attend to the relations
between these variables in present research
(17). The meanings should have more job
support for staffs. The methods should be
applied for declining mental stress in
environment such as education in duty for
staff’s tension control workshop and training
the skills of problem solving. So that, they
would be learn control methods of tension. It’s
better to prepare a situation for staff to attend to
educational degrees and work experiences with
different responsibility of management who is
employed. Making opportunities and facilities
for staffs such as recreational programs, sports,
travelling and vacation help to improve their
mentality and decrease the job stress.
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